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On a separable Banach space, let A(,$,), A(&), . . be a strictly stationary sequence of 
infinitesimal operators, centered so that EA( 5,) = 0, i = 1,2, . This paper characterizes the limit 
of the random evolutions 
Y”(t)=exp(~A(51.z,,))...exp(fA(5,))exp(~A(~,)) Y”(O) 
as the solution to a martingale problem. This work is a direct extension of previous work on i.i.d. 
random evolutions. 
random evolution * central limit theorem * law of large numbers * martingale problem 
* stationary process * mixing 
1. Introduction 
Once one has a central limit theorem for random evolutions in the i.i.d. case, 
then the search for a theorem for dependent random operators is inevitable. A 
number of avenues for generalizations is possible, and one ought to strive for a 
theorem that is sufficiently general to contain many interesting applications, and 
yet simple enough to have verifiable hypotheses. This is the hope here. 
Any investigation into the history of limit theorems for dependent random vari- 
ables ultimately arrives to the ideas of A.A. Markov. We probably owe our greatest 
debt of gratitude to him for realizing that there are good limit theorems for dependent 
random variables. In addition, all proofs of these limit theorems use some adaptation 
of his big blocks-little blocks technique. The idea is to divide the sum alternately 
into short blocks and long blocks. The short blocks should be short enough to make 
no contribution asymptotically, but, at the same time, long enough so that consecutive 
large blocks are nearly independent. Markov was primarily concerned with the law 
of large numbers, and with the chains that were later to be given his name. Serge 
Bernstein [l] employed these techniques in order to prove the central limit theorem. 
In any of these theorems, some notion must be given to insure that the distant future 
is not overly dependent on the past. A popular notion, introduced by Murray 
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Rosenblatt [9], is to assume that the process under consideration satisfies a strong 
mixing hypothesis, or is a functional of such a process. Under this mixing hypothesis, 
I.A. Ibragimov was able to prove a good version of the central limit theorem for 
stationary processes. His proofs benefit from a well developed spectral representation 
theory for stationary processes. (See [5], Chapter 17). Patrick Billingsley [2] obtains 
the Ibragimov results, a functional central limit theorem, and several further improve- 
ments using the theory for weak convergence. 
On the other side of the coin, we have the literature on random evolutions 
themselves. This history is not quite so long, but for our purposes here, several 
papers should be mentioned. Mark Pinsky in [8] develops a theory of multiplicative 
operator functionals to investigate random evolutions. In this paper, he introduces 
the Strook-Varadhan martingale problem approach to the theory of random evol- 
utions, and this point of view is fundamental in this work. R. Cogburn and R. Hersh 
[3] introduce a mixing hypothesis for their theorems on random evolutions. They 
prove both a first order theorem and a second order theorem for the mean of the 
limiting solution operator. The hypothesis of stationarity is relaxed to a sort of 
asymptotic stationary. As we shall see, this hypothesis comes naturally out of the 
calculations. G.C. Papanicolaou and S.R.S. Varadhan [7] refine these results and 
cast them as a limit theorem in Banach space. Our theorems here play precisely this 
role. The concept of a random evolution is quite physical, and these authors (along 
with Rubin Hersh in his lucid review article [4]) show us that a mathematical theory 
close to physical intuition can lead us to many concrete scientific problems. Thus, 
theorems in random evolutions are never very far away from applications, and the 
central limit theorems give us the appropriate diffusion approximation for the type 
of rapidly fluctuating phenomena one sees in nature. 
The major results in this paper deal with questions concerning the central limit 
theorem. However, these techniques also handle a law of large numbers situation. 
This theorem is by no means new (see e.g. [6]), but before tackling the technically 
more difficult central limit theorem, the reader may wish to skip ahead to Section 
5 where the proof of the following first order theorem is outlined. 
Theorem 5.1. Let A((,), A(&), . . . be a strictly stationary sequence of random gen- 
erators, and let {&, isO} be a +-mixing sequence (defined below). Let 
1 
Y,(t) = exp; A(&,J . . . exp i N-5) exp i A(&) Ym(O> 
and assume the following: 
(i) Y,(O) converges weakly to Y(0). 
(ii) {Y,,} are compactly contained (See Section 3). 
(iii) 2Jbn{(A(&)): GEE IS ense in B. 
( > UC ex s P A(5) IS >O :i :-B EC 
(v) EllAyll=.f,- IIA(Z)yil~(d~)<3o'forall?;E~. 
(vi) There exists a constant y so that Ilexp tA(&)/ 6 eYr for all ,$ E 2. Then Y, 
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converges weakly to a process Y satisfying 
, 
o= Y(t)- Y(O)- 
II 
A(0 Y(sMdS) ds. 
0 a 
The framework in which we shall be operating for the second order theorem may 
be described in the following way: 
Let A be a family of semigroup generators on a separable Banach space B, indexed 
by a probability space (S, ZE’, CL). 
(i) EA= A(5)/4W = 0. 
(ii) $28 =n {a(A(OA(&‘)): 5; 5’~ E} is dense in B, 
U{expsA(S)(~):s>0,5E%}c9. 
(iii) EIIAYII = [ llA(S)yllddS)<~ and E 
(iv) EIlA2~ll = 1 IIA2(5)yl11*(d5)<~ for each y E 9. 
i‘ 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(v) There exists a constant y so that, for all 5~ E, 
llexp tNt)ll c exp yf. (1.5) 
Correspondingly, on the dual space, we assume the existence of a separable 
subspace 9’ having the following properties: 
(iv) IIYII=suP{(~,Y): ~~~‘,ll~ll=11 (1.6) 
(vii) n {C.%(A*(~)A*(&‘)): 5, 5’~ E}z 9’, 
U{expsA*(e)(S?‘): s>O, 6~2)~ 9’. (1.7) 
(viii) EIIA*OII = [ I(A*(&)r3((p(dt)<co and (1.8) 
z 
(ix> EllA*2~ll = I5 II A**(~)BJJ~(d&) <cc for each 8 E 2~‘. (1.9) 
Let 4% 52,. . . be a strictly stationary sequence of Z-valued random variables. Our 
first aim is to show that the random evolution 
Y,(t) = exp i A(&Q) - + . exp i A(&,) exp i 45,) Y,(O) (1.10) 
converge weakly whenever Y”(O) E ka converges weakly to Y(0). The principle 
hypothesis is a uniform mixing condition. Let 2’{ = o{ti,. . . ,5j}. For brevity, we 
write 5 for S?$ and 28: for e. Let pj(r([) d enote a regular version of the conditional 
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probability of an event r given %? To be precise, 
(i) jam*) is q measurable for every r E 2, 
(ii) pj(. ( 5) is a probability measure on SF for every 5 E s”. 
Let 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
~n=SUP~ICLj(r(5)-CL(r)l:rE~~+“rj~0015E~}. (1.13) 
Thus, +n measures the influence of the past upon future events distant by an interval 
of n or more. The minimal requirement for a random sequence to be a +-mixing 
is for 
limit 4, = 0. 
n-Q1 
(1.14) 
Usually some further requirement is attached in order to specify the rate at which 
this limit takes place. This choice is made so that one may take advantage of the 
following lemma [2, page 1701. 
Lemma 1.1. If a is Zi-measurable and p is %‘j+,!,,-measurable then 
EIalP<a and E\p)q<~, p, q> 1, 1+1= 1 
P 4 
implies 
[EC+? -~E~YE~~~~~~~~E”~(~Y~~E”~~~~~. 
or its p = 1, q = 00 counterpart, 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
Lemma 1.2. If a is Zj-measurable and /I is Z’j+,-measurable then 
Ejcu[<co and ess supjp( <co 
implies 
(1.18) 
IECQ - EaE@(s 2@,,Elaless suplp(. (1.18) 
The best form for the lemmas for our purposes states the result in terms of 
conditional expectation. 
Corollary 1.3. Zf /3’ is Z?j+, measurable and E I/3 I4 < 00 (respectively ess sup(pI < 00) 
then 
E(E{P’(%n}- E@‘(G~c$;‘~E”~, 1+1= 1 
P 4 
(1.19) 
(respectiuely E 1 E{P I%,,} - E/3 1 s 24, ess sup [PI). (1.20) 
Proof. Take CY = sgn(E{P’( Z’“} - Ep’) and p = p’- Ep’ and apply the appropriate 
lemma. 0 
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Section 2 takes an exploratory approach in order to motivate the following five 
hypotheses. (See statements (2.32)-(2.37)). Let p > 1, q > 1, and l/p+ l/q = 1. 
(Hi) E ~\AY((‘~ < ~0 for all y E 9, 
(Hii) E((A*B(12q <CO for all 0~ 9’ and 
m 
(Hiii) C I$ f’p < CD. 
i=I 
The following limits exist for all 19 E 9’ and y E 9. 
(Hiv) limit _! 5 ‘f’ E(0, A([i)A(5j)y), 
n-tCC Tl i=l j=l 
(Hv) limit i i .f E(RA(~~)Y)(@A(~,)Y). 
nern n i=l j=l 
The main results are set in Sections 3 and 4. As an aid to the reader, we now 
state precisely these results: 
Theorem 3.7. Under the compact containment criterion, conditions (i)-(ix), and 
hypotheses (Hi)-(Hv), the sequence ofprocesses { Y,} as dejned by equation (1.10) 
is relatively compact in Ds[O, CO) with each of its limit points in CBIO, a). 
To characterize the limits we have 
Theorem 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.7, each limit point Y for {Y,,} has 
distribution P, = j Y(dy)P,, where P, is a measure on C,[O, 00) satisfying: 
(i) P{ Y(0) = y} = 1. 
(ii) For each 8 E Bd’, we have the martingale 
I 
* 
lv(t)=(f3, Y(t)- Y(O)-4 EA* Y(s) ds 
0 
(iii) For each t9 E 9, M’(t)* - V”(t) is a martingale where 
V”(t) = 
J 
of ‘by? $ .E I? E(e, A(ti) Y(s))(@v AC&j) Y(s)) ds- 
I Ij=l 
This gives the existence of a limit and describes some of its properties. For 
uniqueness, we shall use a duality argument which entails two additional hypotheses. 
Extend the stationary sequence ti to all of the integers. 
(Hvi) f +r_/ip<co. 
i=l 
Define a second stationary sequence {,$}Z-co identical in law to the first sequence, 
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but independent of this sequence and define for each 8 E 9’, a dual process 
(Hvii) { 0,) satisfies the compact containment criterion for each 0 E 9’. 
Theorem 4.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.7, hypotheses (Hvi) and (Hvii), the 
law P, is uniquely characterized by properties (i)-(iii) in the statement of Theorem 4.2. 
Thus, the random evolutions in Theorem 5.1 correspond to the law of large 
numbers, giving us, in the limit, a deterministic Banach valued process. Whereas 
the random evolutions in Theorem 4.2, because they give a limit process which is 
a Banach-valued diffusion process, correspond to the central limit theorem. 
2. Formulating hypotheses 
We now turn to make some rough and rather lengthy calculations. On the one 
hand, this will aid us in formulating the hypotheses. On the other hand, we shall 
find that these calculations will be necessary in the proofs. Having dispensed with 
them here, we can concentrate on the essential parts of the proofs later. The major 
new difficulty in these calculations is that we must separate the processes into 
virtually independent blocks. This is a trivial matter in the i.i.d. case, since this can 
be accomplished with blocks of length one. 
For the nth random evolution, consider the martingales 
(2.1) 
These arise upon summing the centered increments 
(2.2) 
and evaluating this against an element 0 E 9’. Choose Z, and b,, for now, restricted 
only to having 1, + 6, = 1 and nb, an integer. We shall place more restricions on I, 
and b, as they are needed. For now, keep the mnemonic I,, the nth little block, and 
b,, the nth big block, in mind. Select a term out of the sum in equation (2.1). Then 
(2.3) 
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For the first term, by Taylor’s theorem in integral form 
E{ Y, (X) - Y” (~)l%&I} 
(4 
(b) 
(cl 
(4 
(e> 
x yn 
We shall look to have 
Y”(l) * y(t), 
Z,,n(k-,j + higher order terms. (2.4) 
(2.5) 
*; EA2Y(s) ds, 
and 
(f) for the higher order terms to vanish in the 
limit as n tends towards infinity. 
The quadratic variations process 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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is a more involved calculation. Pick a term in this sum 
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+ 2, [:‘n (i-s) (A’(Qck-b,)+i) exp(sA(5”(k-b~)+i)) X (y) 
+ E A2(5n(k-b,,)+i) eXp(M&(k-b~)+i)) Y. 
I 
(~)I%-,I)) ds 
+$ yg yzl A(5n(k-b,,+i)A(5n(k-b,)tj)Yn 
( ( ) 
k-b, 
I I, I 
+ E A(Sn(k-b,)+i)A(Sn(k-b.)+i 
1 
IY” (~)~%:k-,~})) 
x(B,Y.(~)-E(Y.(~)/~~~*-,,} 
+i y$, A(Sn(k-b,,)+i) Yn 
I ( 
(q) 1 ~“V4])) 
+ 2 IO”” (i-s) ( A2(5n(k-b.)+i) eXp(sAC&n(k-t+,+ilj Yn ( y) 
- E A2(iFn(k-bm)+i) exP(sA(&,-bn,+i)) Y” 
{ 
(!+‘) i%u-,j}) ds 
+& yt 1:’ A(Sn(k-b,)+i)A(Sn(k-b.)+j 
( 
)Y” (Y) 
I I, 1 
-E A(5n(~-b,)+i)A(5n(k-b.)+j) Yn 
1 
(Y) I %-lj})) l%k-,i} 
+ higher order terms. 
=E{(8,~~(A(5,,,,.,+i)Y.(~) 
+ E A(Sn(k-b.)+i 
1 
)Y” (~)~~“WJ)) 
X 0, t $ A(Sn(k-b.)+i) Yn (y) 
( s 
-E A(Sn(k-b.)+i) Y, 
1 
(y) 12”W-O})) 
+E{(O,Y.(q)-Y,(F)) 
x(6 Yn (x)-E{ Yn (~)~%~-I~}) 
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+ higher order terms. 
+ higher order terms. 
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+ higher order terms. 
+ higher order terms. 
Because Y,((k- 1)/n) is %,,n(k_lj measurable, 
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and may be subtracted as shown above. Again, we look to have 
(8) 
(h) 
(i) 
(j) 
W 
x e, N&;l(k--b,j+,) Y , ( (?)) l~“(k-l)} $ 
=3 I 
I 
o I!?;$ .i, 
1 1 
f, EC@, A(50 Y(s))(ev A(&) Y(s)) ds, (2.13) 
I I> 
za(k-1) 
1 
.I) 
1) n2 
to converge to zero, (2.14) 
~:B((e,Y.(~)-Y~(~))(O,Y.(~)-E{Y.(~)IB:(*-,))) 
to converge to zero, (2.15) 
2: E{( 0, Y, (i)+E{ Y, (#%~-,j}) 
x(e, Y”(qqE{ Y”(~)I~~~~_,~})l~“~~_,~} 
to converge to zero, and (2.16) 
for the higher order terms to vanish in the limit as n tend towards 
infinity. 
We delay the discussion on (a), (b), and (i). For the others, fix an element 
Y E f-I {ga(A(&M(5’): 5, 5’~ 31, and an element 8 E 9’, and insert them in the 
appropriate places. Then the higher order terms in (f) and (k) do vanish in the limit, 
and tj) is zero. 
Statement (c) now reads 
? (0, A(Sn(k-b,)+i)Y) %n(k-I) . 
i=I I I 
Using the stationarity and the mixing hypotheses, 
[nfJ 1 I I 4 E kG,; E c (0, A(Sn(k-b.)+i)Y) g”(k-‘) i=l I II 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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Therefore, if CT=, c#I:‘” <CO, equation (2.17) has a limit. If we arrange for nl, + cc 
as n + 00, then this limit is zero. The same reasoning handles statement (h) for the 
quadratic variations process. Moving on to (d), we again fix 0 and y, and use 
stationarity to reduce ourselves to investigating 
1 i ‘2 E{(e,A(5,)A(6)y)(~~}-~ i,i{ E(4A(5i)A(&)Y)I 
n i=nl.+l j=nf,+l I 
si “fi, j_it, IEI(e,A(Si)A(~j)y)I~~}-E(e,A(ri)A(Si)Y)I 
n 
+A i 
i-l 
1 
n i=nl,+l j=nl,,+I 
E(e, A(ti)A(tj)y)-i i, :$, E(e, A(5i)A(5j)Y) . (2.19) 
c I 
Using stationarity we may rewrite the second term as 
n i-l I 
If we assume that b, -f 1 as n + CO, and that 
lu_$t i ,g, I$: E(& A(5i)A(5j)Y) (2.21) 
1 I 
exists, then 2.20 converges to zero as n tend towards infinity. Focusing on a term 
in the first sum 
EIE{(e, 4&)A(Si)r)l%I-E(@, A(Si)A(&)Y)I 
G 24:/p v 4jipE “q I(@, A(ti)A(&>Y)I” 
c 24;‘” v 4jfpE “‘IIA*(ei)II”IIA(~j)YII” 
c 24fip v ~j’~E”2q~JA*e~~2qE”2q~~Ay))2q 
by the Schwartz inequality. Thus the entire sum is bounded by 
i-l 
: +;“+, j=f+, 24flP 
v 4f’pE”2q~(A*e(~2qE”2q~~Ay((2q 
n 
(2.22) 
s2 jl &‘PE”2q(~A*O(~2qE”2q~(Ay~(2q. (2.23) 
n 
So, we need to balance a summability condition on 4:‘” with a moment condition. 
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For statement (e), we need only to check 
Ini=~+~E((e’j~““(t- ) 
s A*((,) exp(N&))y ds) 80 -:E(R A*Y) 
I I 
_I~i=~+,(E{(~,~~“n(f-~)Az~5,)e~P~~A(S.~~~d~/4} 
-& E{(e, A2(5i)y) I zol 
+& ._i+, E{(e,A2(5i)y)I~~}-E(e,A2y) +~L(W,A*.d[. (2.24) 
n 
For the first term, we combine to find 
I~i_~+,E{(B,Sb’n(~-S)A2(zl,cexpIA(t,)-I)ydJ)I~~}l 
cn i ey~~ll~llll~2~6)~llt~~~~0 (2.25) 
i=nl,+l n 
as n + 00. For the middle term 
EIE{(e, A2(5i)y)l~~l-E(e, A2y)(s24:‘pE1’ql(ey A*_Y)(‘, (2.26) 
and we can complete this as we did for (d). Since we have required that l,, + 0, the 
last term vanishes. 
Finally, for (g), we check 
i f 
i E{(e, A(&)y)(e, A(S,)y)lZJ 
n i=nl,+l ~=nl.+l 
-’ IT? i  Et& A(5i)Y)(f% A(5j)Y) 
Tl is, jzl 
-Et4 A(&)y)(e, A(tj)Y)I 
+’ i n i=n,.+, jzf+, Et& 45i)v)(evNb)y) 
n 
-!- ? i E(e,A(&)y)(e,A(-$)y) . 
TI i=l jsz] 
(2.27) 
By stationarity, this second term may be rewritten 
b.-& 2 z El& N5i)v)(e, N&h) -i ,$, j$, Et@, A(&)y)(e, A(5j)y) . (2.28) 
Ill I) 1 1 
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If 
limit’ i J? E(R A(5i)Y)(e, A(5j)Y) 
n+oD n is, j=l 
(2.29) 
exists, then 2.28 vanishes in the limit since 6, + 1. Moving to the first term, and 
isolating a summand, we have 
EIE{(e, A(5i)Y)(@, A(S’)Y)(zo]-E(@, A(&)Y)(e, A(5j)Y)I 
<2$:” v +f’pE”ql( 0, A(rz)Y)(e, A(&j)Y)\’ 
s 24;‘” v &‘pE”ql( 0, Ay)12? (2.30) 
Thus the entire sum is bounded by 
s4 j+, ~f’pll~ll~“qlI~Yl12q 
n 
(2.31) 
a sum we encountered in (2.23). 
The upshot is the following set of hypotheses: Let p > 1, q > 1, and l/p + I/q = 1, 
then we shall require that 
(Hi) EIIAYII~~ <a, (2.32) 
(Hii) EIIA*O)12q <CO, and (2.33) 
(Hiii) ii, +l’p<~. (2.34) 
In addition, we require that the following limits exist. 
(Hiv) lim$i ,$, 1:: E(& A(ri)A(Sj)Y), (2.35) 
1 I 
WV) limit !. i f: El@, 44)y)(@, A(tj)y)v n+w n i-1 j=l 
(2.36) 
eE9’, and y~n{9(A(~)A(~‘): &,~‘EE}. 
The calculations restricted I, and 6, so that, as n + CO, 
nl,+co, l,,+O, b,+l. 
3. The role of compact containment 
(2.37) 
Cogburn and Hersh, in the paper we cited previously [3], established limit theorems 
for random differential equations. The methods and theorems for random evolutions 
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aided them in reaching their goal. Here, the random evolutions themselves are 
featured, and our aim is to find useful characterizations for the limit. Thus, a direct 
comparison between the two works is not entirely fair. Nevertheless, some points 
of contact exist between the two papers, and this work may be better motivated in 
referring to their common ground. 
As an example, Cogburn and Hersh invite the reader to choose any one of three 
assumptions, and proceed to obtain their desired result for each possible choice. 
Each of these assumptions is a requirement on the boundedness of the set {A([)y: 5 E 
Z} under an appropriate seminorm. Now we are trying to prove a weak limit 
theorem. In such an endeavor, the Prohorov theorem comes to mind, and hence 
the requirement of finding suitable compact sets. In retrospect, we can view the 
Cogburn-Hersh assumptions as a necessary compactness hypothesis, and thus realize 
the need for a convenient method for handling the compactness problem. The 
method we shall employ demands that {Y,,}, a sequence of processes in Ds[O, 03), 
satisfies the compact containment criterion, i.e. 
For every t > 0, and every E > 0, there exists a compact set K: G B for which 
liminfP{Y,(s)EK~forO<sGt}~l-E. 
n-cc (3.1) 
This condition will serve in several capacities. Most importantly, under the 
compact containment criterion, the following theorem holds. (See [ 10, Section 31 
for a proof of this theorem.) 
Theorem 3.1. { Y,,} is relatively compact with each of its limit points in C,[O, 00) if and 
only if; for each 0 E 9’, {( 8, Y,,)} is relatively compact with all of its limits in C,[O, 00). 
In this paper, we shall begin with the assumption that { Y,,} is compactly contained, 
and at the same time, appeal to previous work [8], to provide examples of choices 
for {A(-$)} that result in compactly contained {Y,,}. As a reminder, let’s review the 
case for A([), a first order differential operator, and B = Co(Rd). 
If the coefficients have 1 continuous derivatives, then Y,(t) E C’(Rd) for each n 
and each t. The images lie in a sparse subset of B, and a Sobolev imbedding theorem 
states that bounded sets, for example, in W”(R’) are compact in C,JRd) provided 
that 212 d. Normally, the action of the semigroup exp(l/n)A([), when viewed in 
WL2(lRd) would increase the norm of a point y be a factor of exp( l/n)L. However, 
because EA = 0, a Taylor’s theorem argument shows that, on the average, the norm 
increases only by a factor exp( l/n2)L. Since the random semigroups act [n*t] times 
before time t, most of the sample paths lie in a prescribed bounded set. Even though 
the proofs for compact containment were set for the i.i.d. case, they carry over to 
the present situation. Theorem 3.1 enables us to verify relative compactness for 
processes on the line. In this situation, sufficiency theorems abound. We shall use 
the following [lo]. 
Theorem 3.2. Let {X,} be a family of processes with sample paths in Dw[O, ~0) such 
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that for every E > 0 and every s in a dense subset of (0, ~0) there exists a compact set 
K”, such that 
liminf P{X,(s)E Kz}a 1-E. (3.2) n-oil 
Then the following criterion guarantees the relative compactness of {X.}: 
For each t > 0, and some r > 0, and for 
0<7l<l, O<SG t+2q O~U~2?7, 
and 5: = a{X,,(s): SQ t}, there exists C,(v) such that 
EW,(~)~~PE{~X,(s+u)-X,(s)l’~ lla:) 
and 
limit limsup EC, (7) = 0. 
7-0 II-CO 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Proposition 3.3. Under compact containment, any limit point for { Y,,} has continuous 
sample paths. 
Proof. Let J( Y,,, t) = supksn21 IIY,(k/n*)- Y,((k--l)/n*)II.Then,itsufficestoshow 
that J( Y,, t) converges weakly to zero. Now, choose K, as described in (3.1). 
(3.5) 
Because K, is compact, we can find a finite set of elements S, from 9 so that 
J( Y”, f)lK, s sup sup 
ksn’t ytSs 
exp+(&)-1 Y +6 
> II 
II1 
I/n s sup sup A(&) exP sA(&)Y ds + 6 
k=n’t yeSa 0 II 
l/n 
=s sup sup llA(&) exP sA(&)Yll ds+a 
ksn*, yeSa I 0 
s ey sup sup 
ksn2r ytSs I 
I/n 
IIA(&)Yllds+6 
0 
c”’ SUP SUP llA(.&)yII + 6. 
n ksn’r yeSs 
(3.6) 
Let xk = ey sw,,s,llAi(b)yII. I-hen X k is a stationary sequence of positive random 
variables, and 
J(Y”, t)r, 
I 
G-1_ sup x,+8. 
n ksn’t 
(3.7) 
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Fix q > 6, and let Ei denote the event 
“ sup X, assumes its maximum for the first time at Xi”, 
k=sn2t 
then 
P{J( Y,,, f)&, > 17) s p{ sup xk ’ n(v - 6)) 
ksn'l 
In211 
= c P({sup xk>n(T-6))nEi) 
i=, ksn’r 
In2d 
s 1 P{X, > n(q -S)} c n2tP{X, > n(?j - 6)). 
i=l 
(3.8) 
Because X, has finite second moments, 
limit n’tP{X, > n( r] - 6)) = 0. 
n-m 
(3.9) 
Upon letting, first 6, and then E, go to zero, we see that J( Y,, t) converges in 
probability, and hence weakly, to zero. 0 
The resolution of statements (b) and (i) were postponed due to the fact thay they 
were expressions involving Y, at more than one time. As the proof of Proposition 
3.3 demonstrates, we have a method for handling that difficulty. We shall partially 
resolve (b) with the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.4. {c:i’, E{(B, Y,,((k-b,)/n)- Y,((k-l)/n))l~““,ck_l,)) is relatively 
compact for all e E 9’. 
Proof. Referring to the sufficiency conditions in Theorem 3.2 choose 
O<v<l, ossst+2q OSUG2r], r=l. 
Compact containment guarantees us the sets Ks. Choose K, as in the proposition 
above. 
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+&ey sup (2~~“E”‘lA*sl’+E~lA*e~l,lAyl~~l4.’.,}+~ 
YE& 
G nuE 
I 
,z, f 4;‘” ;;F II~ll~“qllAyl14 
E 
+-$ey+j/P .s;i E”24~~A*~~~‘qE”‘q~~Ay~~2q 
c 
+&e? sup E”2,1A*BI’E’“,IAy,12~~“~~,}+~ 
YE& 
~277E 1 ji?l ~f’PW’ll ;t; E”qllA~llq c 
+l. eYE1’2q~~A*f3~~2q~~~ E”2q~~Ay~~2q 
t 
+fl” eyE’/2~~A*e~~2 sup E”211AyII ZL;nzs, + E. 
YE& I I 
Since I,, + 0 as n + 00, the expression above converges to 
4~11~11 SFUK E’~qllAyllqj~l +f’P+~ as n--co. 
e 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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Letting n + 0, and noting that this inequality holds for all 
sition. 0 
E gives us the propo- 
We can assert a similar proposition for (i). The proof proceeds in much the same 
way. The additional factor is bounded on K, by 
sup 2llvll (3.12) 
>,E K, 
and thus this sequence is relatively compact. The question of tightness for {Y,,} has 
been reduced to the question of tightness for ((0, Y,,)} for each 8 E 9’. We shall 
resolve this question by showing that {Mi} is a tight sequence for each 19 E 9’. By 
choosing r = 2 in Theorem 3.2, we are, in fact, estimating the conditional growth in 
the squares of the increments of Mz, that is, the growth of Vi. 
Theorem 3.5. { Mz} is relatively compact for each 8 E 9’. 
Proof. Let n>O, s<t+27, OCmS2qn, r=2, and 0~9’. Then 
Because {( 0, Y,)} has only continuous processes for limit points, by the continuous 
mapping theorem, it suffices to check the relative compactness of statements (g), 
(h), (i), Cj), and (k) of Section 2. The techniques in each instance are quite similar. 
First, we assert the existence of K,, by compact containment. After reducing the 
estimate to facts about y on K,, we appeal to Theorem 3.2, and the calculations in 
the second section. Statement (i) has been resolved. For (g), 
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X(0, A(m(k-b.)+j)Y)I~“n(k-l)} (3.14) 
Returning to 2.27 through 2.31, we see that the limit superior of 3.14 as n + co is 
bounded above by 
(3.15) 
Now we can complete this as we completed Proposition 3.4. Continuing, we repeat 
this line of reasoning for (h). The limit superior of this sequence is bounded above 
by 
277 ~~~~~(~ll~ll~“qll~yll’ ,=f+, 4:“) ” 
(3.16) 
In fact, since this limit is zero, we have that the expression in (h) converges weakly 
to zero. As for (j), 
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-Y, (~+~)1~“~~-,~})1~~~~-“})/~“~,-,1}/ A l~%~sl} 
=E{ lkrifi, E{(B, Y(4)1;(e,(exp~A(~“,,,i+j)-l) 
X Y, (~+~)-E{(expfA(~~~~_,,,)-1) 
[ns]+m 
SE c 
k=[ns]+l ytK, 
-E I( expfA(L~x-,~+j)-I Y > 
E 
i( ( 
6 exp i A(&-l)+j) - 1 
) 
Y 
Now, this may be completed as was the proof to 1 Proposition 3.4. Finally, in order 
to see that the higher order terms vanish, use the fact that 
xexp sA(&) . . ’ A2(5i) ev sA(5i) * * . exp A(&+,,) ds 
x exp sA( &) . . . A(5j) ew sA(5j) . . * w ~A(&b,,l ds. (3.18) 
Comparing this form with the form used in 2.11, and employing the same type of 
arguments, we see that, on the sets K,, their difference vanishes in the limit as n + ~0. 
Hence, the higher order terms are asymptotically negligible. 0 
Theorem 3.6. {( 0, Y,)} is relatively compact for each t3 E 9’. 
Proof. Let rl>O,O~s~t+2rl,O~m~277n, r=l and OEg’.Then 
l(e, Yn(s++fnW)l 
=(M:(s+~)-M:(~J 
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+k;;[,;,(W{ L(;)-Y(~)l%w})l 
s Inn: (s+f) -kc%)/ 
+I~~~~~*(e7E{yn(x)-yn(~)l~“~~-t~})I (3.19) 
By Theorem 3.5, 
E(I~~(s+~)-M8~~~l/qn.,,}=o~1). 
Replace 1, by 1 in the proof to Proposition 3.4, we see that 
I~~~~~,~{Y”(x)-Y~(~)I~“~~-,~}I=o(~,. (3.20) 
Now, complete this proof in the same manner as Proposition 3.4. 0 
Beginning with {Y,} compactly contained, we can now assert that a limiting 
random evolution exists. 
4. Characterizing the limit 
First of all, let’s verify that the small blocks are asymptotically negligible. 
Proposition 4.1. {C’,“l”, E{(B, Y,((k-6,)/n)- Y,((k-l)/n))l~~~k-1))) converges 
weakly to zero for all 8 E 9’. 
Proof. Let 77 > 0, and E > 0, and let )I * 1) T denote the supremum on [0, T]. 
P(~l~~E{(e,Y.(~)-Y.(~))l~~~x-lr}ll~>~} 
~~(I~:E{(e,Y”(~)-Y”(~))l~~~~-,,)ll~~>~}+& 
s;<;P{ I?, E{(& Y*(Y+$) 
-Y, (~+~))l~“~~-,~}l~~~>~}+& 
~~~~?,P{ l~{(e,(exp~A(&~*~,~+j)l) 
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(4.1) 
Therefore, 
Since E is arbitrary, the sequence of processes converge in probability, and hence, 
weakly to zero. 0 
A similar argument allows us to conclude the convergence to zero for (c), (h), 
(i), and (j) in Section 2. 
Theorem 4.2. Let Y be a limit point for {Y,,}, then 
I 
f 
e, Y(t)- Y(O)-; EA* Y(s) ds 
0 
is a martingale. 7’he quadratic variation process associated to Me is 
I 
I 
V(t) = o l;F& ,g i EC& A(&) Y(s))(@, At(i) Y(s)) ds. 
I Ij=1 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Proof. At this point, we really have too much going for us. All we need to do to 
conclude the theorem is to 
(a) assert the relative compactness of a sum of terms, and 
(b) reverse the order of conditional expectation and limit. 
Because the limiting Y is continuous (a) is justified. In addition, the estimates 
permit us to conclude that for each t, the family {M,(s)}:= ,,sSr is uniformly 
integrable, and hence (b). 0 
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The martingale problem formulation provides a convenient language to study this 
situation. A solution to the martingale problem for M and V is a probability measure 
P on C(R+, B), (or, equivalently, a continuous B-valued process Y) satisfying 
(i) PMO) = Y(0)) = 1, 
(ii) Me is a martingale, and 
(iii) M’(t)‘- V”(t) is a martingale 
for each 0 E 9’. 
If; for each Y(O), at most one solution to the martingale problem exists, then 
one says that the martingale problem has a unique solution. The martingale problem 
is said to be well posed if there is exactly one solution. Cast in these terms, Theorem 
4.2 asserts that any limit to the sequence of random evolutions constitutes a solution 
to the martingale problem. This section will resolve the question of uniqueness. 
Before outlining this procedure, we quote a theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Let 0 and Y be independent measurable processes, Y on a Banach space, 
0 on its dual space. Let f and g be measurable on the product space. If 
f(e, Y(t))- 'd& Y(s)> ds 
I 
(4.5) 
0 
is a martingale with respect to 9, = a{ Y(s): s G t} for each 0 E 9’ and 
f(@(t), y) - (4.6) 
is a martingale with respect to 8, = a{ O( s): s =S t} for each y E 9, then, 
W-(@(t), wo)1= J%f(@(O), Y(t))1 (4.7) 
for almost every t. 
Proof. See [lo]. 
Equation (4.7), known as the duality identity, requires quite a special set of 
circumstances. Yet, if a dual process can be identified, the duality identity can serve 
as a powerful tool. For the moment, assume that a dual process exists (there may 
be many) so that equation 4.7 holds for a large class off and for any solution Y 
to the martingale problem. If the class is sufficiently rich, then there will be at most 
one process that could satisfy these duality identities. In this example, we shall 
choose the class of bounded functions having two continuous derivatives. If the 
duality identity holds then we have specified 
W((R Y(t))1 (4.8) 
for all 8 E 9’ and all f E C2. Now choose a finite subset f,, . . . ,& E C2, and a finite 
subset e,, . . . , 0, E 9’. The duality identities extend to specify 
EM((r),, Y(t))+fi((qz, Y(r))+. - *+fk((nc, y(t))1 (4.9) 
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where ni is a linear combination of 8,, . . . , 0,. These identities hold under uniform 
limits and hence 
E[F((O,, Y(l)), (6, Y(t)), . . ., (en, Y(t))1 (4.10) 
is specified for each candidate Y(t) for the limiting distribution. By 4.10, the finite 
dimensional distributions of 
(6, Y(t)), (6, Y(t)), . . . , (&I, y(t)) (4.11) 
agree for each candidate. Finally, because disjoint large blocks are asymptotically 
independent and small blocks are asymptotically negligible and because the duality 
identity allows any initial distribution, we have that the finite dimensional distribu- 
tions agree for each candidate for the B-valued process Y(t). Thus, the existence 
of a dual process implies the uniqueness of the original process. 
The construction of a dual process can be motivated in the following way. Recall 
that on a vector y E 9. 
[n2tl 
y,(t) = FI ew i A(t,)y, 
i=l 
(4.12) 
This short calculation suggests that we may place the random evolution on the dual 
space. In order to invoke the duality identiy we must construct 0 independent of 
Y. Therefore, we introduce {A([l)}~-m a strictly stationary sequence of generators 
whose law is the same as {A(&)}~_,,. Time is reversed in the dual process, but the 
uniform mixing condition given in Section 1 is not time reversible, whence we shall 
add a hypothesis to cover this problem. 
(Hvi) f c$I/P<oo. 
i=l 
(4.13) 
If (5) satisfy a strong mixing hypothesis 
a,, = sup{l~(A n B) - P(A)/-@)I: A E gk, BE Zk+n, k E Z) 
with 
; cY;/*<oo 
i=l 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
then, time is reversible, CT=, al/p < cc and (Hvi) is automatically satisfied. NOW, we 
define 
rn*r1 
@n(t)= n expiA*([‘,)O. 
i=l 
(4.17) 
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(Hvii) { 0,) is compactly contained for each starting vector 8 E 9’. Now we can 
prove the uniqueness theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. If {ti} satisfies (Hvi) and (0,) satisfies (Hvii) then the solution to the 
martingale problem is unique. 
Proof. We now repeat the procedure of Sections 2 and 3 replacing the Y, by 0,. 
Because 9’ is separable, Prohorov’s theorem is in force, and a limit process 0 exists. 
Moreover, for each y E 9 
.EA*20(s) ds 
(4.18) 
is a martingale. The quadratic variation process associated to M,, is 
J 
I 
V,(t) = limit1 i i E(A*(&F,)O(s), y)(A*(tLj)O(s), y) ds. (4.19) 
0 f~+~ n i=l j=l 
The duality identities will hold because the stochastic calculus for My and V, is 
so similar to the stochastic calculus for Me and V’. To be precise, by the It6 formula, 
for all bounded f~ C*, and all 8 E ‘3’ 
f( (0, Y(f))+W, Y(s))) 
-t J o*r’((e, Y(s))) 
Xl~~~~ ,$, ,$, E(e,A(Si)Y(s))(e,A(5,)Y(s))ds 
1 J 
is a martingale. Correspondingly, for all bounded f~ C2 and all y E 9 
.0(@(t), Y)) - 
5 
df((@(s), Y)) 
Xf(EA*20(s)+limiti ,S :il EA*(tLi)A*(tLj)O(s),y) dS 
1 J 
-f 
J 
)wNs), Y)) 
xlimit I i i E(A*(lLi)@(s), y)(A*([Lj)O(s), y) ds 
nern n i=l j=l 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
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is a martingale. If we set 
-?Y((e~Y))l/~$f~~, j$, E(~,A(~,)Y)(~,A(~,)Y), (4.22) 
the pair f; g satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.3, and the duality identity holds. 
Therefore, 
EM@(r), Y(O))l= Jw(@(O), Y(f))]. 
and Y is unique. 0 
(4.23) 
5. First order theorems 
The methods of the first four sections adapt easily to handle the first order case. 
In this case, the A( 5) no longer have mean zero, and the scaling necessary in finding 
a limiting random evolution is 
Here is the set up: 
(i) Y,(O) converges weakly to Y(0). 
(ii) {Y,,} are compactly contained. 
(iii) 9 =n {9(A(&)): &E E} is dense in B. 
(iv) u {exp sA(e)(91): s>O, [E E}G 9. 
(v) EllAyII = 1 lIA(5)ylidW <co for all Y 6 9. 
E 
(vi) There exists a constant y so that IIexp tA(,$)II 6 e”’ for all [E E. 
On the dual space there exists a countable set 9’ so that 
IlYll=suP{(~,Y): ~~~‘,ll~ll=~~ 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
Again, let A(&), A(t2), . . . be a strictly stationary sequence of random generators 
with p = P’(6). The 4 are a &mixing. No restriction other than 
limit 4” = 0 (5.9) “-CC 
will be necessary. 
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The same difference scheme gives the martingale 
An individual summand may be estimated in the following manner. 
(8,E{ Y”(~)-Y~(~)l~~i*-“J) 
For the first term, by Taylor’s theorem 
&xl” 
E 
I( ( 
0, II exp’ A(SJ;;(k-b.)+i)-I Y 
i=l n 
) ” (y)l%-,l}) 
=E @,‘F”LA(t~~,-,~~+ilY 
{( 
n 
i=l n 
(3) ~2w)) 
+ higher order terms. 
Thus we shall look to have 
(a) Y”(l) * Y(l), 
(b) ‘~:1(8,E{Y~(~)-Y”(~)l~~~,.-,,}) * 0, 
(c) ‘~~(‘~~‘~~‘E(a~~~~~-~“~+i~Y~ (*)I*~~~-r~] 
n 
I 
I 
* ~l~mit~~E(e,A(~i)Y(~)ds, 
and 
(d) for the higher order terms to vanish. 
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(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
We can obtain (b) and (d) in much the same manner that we argued the 
corresponding facts in the proofs to Proposition 4.1 (for (b)) and Theorem 3.5 (for 
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(d)). For (c), fix y, then by stationarity we need to estimate the difference 
The first term is bounded by 
$? 4Ek AY)~ 
I 
(5.17) 
and this converges if 4i+O. The second term vanishes in the limit as n -+a~, if 
hm~t&~E(8,A(&)y)=limitL i E(8,A(&)y). (5.18) 
I n-cc n i-1 
exists. But, under stationarity, this is simply E (0, Ay). 
The quadratic variation process associated to A4: is 
Choosing a term from this sum, we have 
E{~~(~)2-MB(~)I(~~~*~,)] 
{( J;;b,t =E 4 n ew’ A(&- - i=l n n(k b,,)+i) Yn (F) 
J;;bn 1 
-E n exp-Att&~k-bn)+i)Yn (y)l%G,k-,,)) 
i=l n 
0, $” exp 1 A(&- _ 
i=l n 
n(k b,,)+i)x (y) 
(5.19) 
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+ higher order terms. (5.20) 
By estimating in a manner similar to the estimates in the second-order case, we 
see that 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
and the second term is bounded. The term in (e) is a reflection of the fact that little 
time I,,/& has expired since the conditioning. The term in (f) is a straightforward 
application of the mixing hypothesis. 
The upshot is that VE converges weakly to zero, whence the Mi also converge 
weakly to zero. Because the limit process, if it exists, must have continuous sample 
paths, Theorem 3.1 applies. We see that {Y,} are relatively compact, that 
Ate-) Y(S)p(dS) ds 
> 
(5.23) 
is a martingale for each 13 E 9’. The associated quadratic variation process V”(t) is 
identically zero. In other words, the Mf: converge weakly to the zero martingale. 
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In turn, Y,, converges weakly to a process Y so that 
o= 0, Y(t)- Y(O)- 
( 
f 
Is 
A(5) Y(s)p(dS) ds 
> 
(5.24) 
0 3 
for all 0 E 9’. If, in addition, the closure of A( ,f)p (d[) generates a strongly 
E 
continuous semigroup A on B, then 
Y(t) = exp CAY(O) (5.25) 
As with the law of large number, no randomness persists to the limit. In summary, 
we have 
Theorem 5.1. If(i)-(vi) hold, then Y,, converges weakly toaprocess Ysatisfying (5.24). 
6. Examples and remarks 
Example 6.1. If the & are independent, then for i Zj 
and 
(0, EA(5i)A(5j)Y) =O 
E(o, A(5i)Y)(e, A(5j)Y) =O. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
In this situation the martingale problem takes the form 
5 
, 
MB(C)=(~, Y(t)- Y(O)-$ EA2 Y(s) ds), 
0 
1 
V”(C) = 
5 
E(t), AY(s))* ds. 
0 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
Thus we recover the form in [lo]. 
Example 6.2. If the 5, are m-dependent, 6.1 and 6.2 hold whenever Ii - jl > m. In 
this situation, for n > m 
=’ f ‘i’ E(e, A(&i)A(ti-j)Y)=’ t i E(e,A(Si)A(ti-j)Y) 
n i=l j=l n i=l j-1 
=’ i f E(e, A(5j)A(5o)Y) cjf, E(e, A(tj)A(Zo)Y)* 
n i=l j=l 
(6.5) 
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and 
’ f i E(@, A(5i)Y)(e, A(5j)Y) 
n i=r j-1 
= f .i, igl E(e, A(b)Y)(@v A(5;)Y)+i ,$, EC@, A(5i)Y)’ 
I I 
=a .i, jf, E(e, A(ti)V ACti-j)Y)+ E(e, AYY 
I 
=’ i l! E(e, A(tj)y)(4 A(&Jy)+E(e, AY)' 
Tl i=l j=l 
=2 f w, 45,>Y)(& N5o)y)+E(& AY)‘. 
j=l 
(6.6) 
Thus, the limits whose existence we hypothesized in (Hiv) and (Hv) reduce to the 
finite sums of 6.5 and 6.6. The martingale problem is 
hP(f)=(e, Y(t)- Y(o)-; 
I 
‘(EA’Y(s) 
0 
+ : -Wr,M(So) Y(s)) ds), 
j=l 
(6.7) 
V”(t) = 
I 
’ (E(e, AY(s))~ 
0 
+2 f Et& 45,) Y(s))(@, 45o)Y(s))) ds. 
j=1 
(6.8) 
In both of these examples 4i = 0 for all i with (i) > m. Therefore, hypotheses (Hiii) 
and (Hvi) hold for all p 2 1. We can, in the case of m-dependence, take p = a, and 
consequently 4 = 1. To obtain existence and uniqueness of the form of the martingale 
problem in Examples 6.1 and 6.2, we require no more than a second moment 
hypothesis on ))Ay 11 and [(A*O(( in (Hi) and (Hii). 
Remark 6.3. Stationarity comes into play so that we can assert a time homogeneity 
of the process, and so that we could have uniform estimates. We can remove the 
hypothesis of stationarity if we replace it with conditions that we used. In the set 
up we replace the requirements (i), (iii), (iv), (viii), (ix) by 
(i)’ ETA(&) = 0 for all i. (6.9) 
(iii)’ sup{Ej(A([i)l\}<~ and (6.10) 
(iv)’ sup{EIIA2(&i)yJI}<~ for each YE 9 (6.11) 
(viii)’ sup{EI)A*(&)el(}<~ and (6.12) 
(ix)’ sup{EjIA*2(&)01j}<~ for each eE 9’ (6.13) 
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The hypotheses (Hi), (Hii), (Hiv), (Hv) become 
(Hi)’ 
(Hii)’ 
(Hiv)’ 
(Hv)’ 
~~~~~IlA(~i’i>~ll~~~~~, (6.14) 
sup{EJIA*(5i)~IIzq}<~, (6.15) 
‘iIf i f ,i, E(e, A*(&+~)Y)+ TZ ‘C’ EC@, A(Si+k)A(Sj+k)Y) (. (6.16) i=r j-1 
limit’ Zf i EC@ A(ki+,)y)(~, A(~,+,)Y) 
n+cc n i=[ j=) (6.17) 
where these limits exist for all B E g’, and ally E 9, and these limits exists independent 
of k. Then the results of Section 4 hold. Under these modifications the martingale 
problem takes the following form. 
(6.18) 
is a martingale. The quadratic variation process associated to Me is 
v”(r) = : l~miti i$, .$, E(@, A(Si+k)Y(S))(& A(-$+k)Y(s)) ds. (6.19) 
J 
Remark 6.4. For first order theorems, the corresponding replacement for stationarity 
is that (v) becomes 
(v)’ s’JP{EIIA(Si)YII<~) (6.20) 
and 
(6.21) 
exist for all 8 E g’, and all y E 9, and that the limit be independent of k. 
Remark 6.5. Patrick Billingsley points out [2, pages 139, 140, 179, 1801 that the 
hypothesis of stationarity can be generalized. If fi is the probability governing the 
stationary sequence { LJi}, then the existence and uniqueness of the martingale problem 
holds if b is replaced by a probability measure fi’ that ii dominates. 
Example 6.6. For the first order case, let A( &) = c(&, x)A, where c(&, x) E Rd. If 
sup{E)c(& x)1: .$E E, x E R} < 00, then 
E(x) = limit L i Ec(&+~, x) 
n’o3 n i-1 
(6.22) 
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exists independent of k. If A = V and if c E Ck, 2ks d, then we have compact 
containment and the random flows converge to a flow with velocity E(x). If A = $A 
and if c E Ck, 2k 2 d, then, again, we have compact containment and the random 
diffusions converge to a diffusion with generator $(x)A. 
Example6.7. Let A([i)=a(ti)V with u([)EC~(IR~), 2kad for all [GE. If 
sup{(D*a(~,x)(<co,~~(<k,x~(Wd}<OO (6.23) 
then the {Y,,} satisfy the compact containment criterion. We can take 9 = C’(W”) 
and 9’~ W’,‘(Rd), a common domain for A(& In this situation, the martingale 
problem 
MB(t) = e, Y(t) - Y(0) -1 
I 
’ E(a(.$)V)*Y(s) ds 
0 
I 
’ n i-l 
++ limit 
n-cc 
C C E(a(Si)Vo(Sj)VY(s) ds , 
0 i=l j=l > 
V”(t)= 
I 
ofl$ti ,i, ,g, Eu(~i)u(~)(e,VY(s))‘ds 
11 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
is well posed. 
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Note added in proof 
It has come to my attention that Hiroshi Kunita solved a very similar problem 
in “On the convergence of solutions of stochastic ordinary differential equations as 
stochastic flows of diff eomorphisms”, Osaka Journal of Mathematics 21 (1985) 
883-912. 
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